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 Introduction

 Shipping is a global service industry that, by general recognition, provides the lifeline of  international 
trade. Suffice it to say that, due to the morphology of  our planet, 90% of  international trade takes place 
by sea. Technological developments in ship design and construction, and the ensuing economies of  scale 
of  larger ships, have in their turn promoted trade –particularly that of  developing countries- by making 
the transportation of  goods over long distances affordable. This has expanded markets for raw materials 
and final products, it has reduced unit costs, and has facilitated the industrialization of  many countries 
around the world. Often, international ocean transportation and Information and Communication 
Technologies (ICT) are referred to as the two basic pillars of  globalization (Stiglitz, 2006).

 Over 70% of  general cargo goods are these days transported in containers and by specialized ships 
known as cellular containerships. This percentage, known as container penetration, continues to increase 
steadily, as more goods become containerized and cargo consolidation and distribution logistics improve, 
particularly in vast countries such as China and India. 

 The container, or the maritime container, as it is often called, is a fairly robust and sturdy structure, 
manufactured at very high standards, intended to withstand the harshest of  conditions, such as those 
often prevailing on the high seas. Containers are waterproof, vandal-proof, and adequately ventilated, 
to avoid possible accumulation of  condensation, and, if  treated well, they could give their owner many 
years of  problem-free service. The average economic life of  a container is 15 years.

 There are presently 40 million containers in circulation, while annual production varies between and 
1 and 4 million depending on replacement requirements, as well as on the business cycle and the state of  
the liner shipping industry. Environmental concerns, new propulsion technologies and slow steaming 
have lately increased the demand for maritime containers even further. 

 About 50% of  containers are owned or managed on behalf  of  third parties (investors) by container 
leasing and management companies which, as a result of  their global container fleet, advanced IT 
systems of  container management, numerous depots spread around the world, and great number 
of  clients with diverging rental requirements, can address more efficiently the empty container  
2 management problem and finally achieve better container utilization rates. As a result, container 
leasing companies have clearly outperformed the general S&P 500 index, as measured by the SPDR S&P 
500 ETF (NYSE:SPY), as well as the transportation index, as measured by the iShares Dow Jones Transport 
Average ETF (NYSE:IYE).
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 Investing in containers is thus good business, often able to ensure attractive fixed returns to container 
owners in the order of  11-12% p.a. More importantly, maritime logistics and the global production-
transport-distribution system that has ensued as a result have made the container indispensable, and 
the only system for the transportation of  international trade in general cargo goods.

 Part 1: The maritime container

 Containerization –and the ‘logistics’ which have ensued in its wake- have often been described as a 
revolution in transport. Actually, this fairly new system of  transport and distribution, based on punctuality 
and reliability, has revolutionized the very way we are leading our day to day lives, the way we go about 
our business, and the importance we ascribe to time. 

 The innovation entailed in the concept of  containerization is credited to Malcolm Mclean: an American 
trucker who thought of  separating the tractor from the trailer part of  a truck, standardizing (unitizing) 
the latter (trailer) so as to be able to be transported –with its contents intact- by various transport means, 
handled at ports by standardized cargohandling equipment (quay cranes), and stacked uniformly on 
top of  each other, both on ships and in terminals. More importantly, however, separating tractor from 
trailer allowed the latter to be filled (stuffed) and emptied (stripped) away from the waterfront, at the 
trader’s own premises and time. This fact alone relieved ports from pressure, delays and congestion, thus 
allowing ships to spend more (productive) time at sea and, as a result, become bigger in size and enjoy 
significant economies of  scale. For the cargo owner, this meant lower transport costs and thus more 
international trade by and large.

 The container, or the maritime container, as it is often called, is a fairly robust and sturdy structure, 
manufactured at very high standards, intended to withstand the harshest of  conditions, such as those often 
prevailing on the high seas. Containers are waterproof, vandal-proof, and adequately ventilated, to avoid 
possible accumulation of  condensation, and, if  treated well, they could give their owner many years of  
problem-free service. There are many types of  containers (high cube, flat rack, open side, open top, tank, 
reefer (refrigerated), etc.), depending on the intended use (Figure 1). The most common ones, however, 
are the dry cargo TEU (Twenty foot Equivalent Unit, i.e. 20x8x8 feet) and the FEU (Forty foot Equivalent 
Unit, i.e. 40x8x8 feet); together they represent roughly 90% of  the global container fleet. Their difference 
is only in their length: in other words, one FEU has double the length of  a TEU. The 20 foot container 
(TEU) has become the industry measurement standard, to the extent that ship cargo-carrying-capacity is  
3 commonly reported in TEUs. The FEU is however the container most frequently used nowadays in 
ocean transportation.1

 The 1972 International Convention for Safe Containers of  the Inter-governmental Maritime Consultative 
Organization (presently International Maritime Organization – IMO) on the safe handling and transport 
of  containers stipulates that every container travelling internationally be fitted with a CSC Safety-
1  Although, for reasons of  simplicity or easy reference, the standard maritime containers (TEU or FEU) are often referred to as 20x8x8 or 40x8x8, their  
 height is actually 8 ft 6 in. Moreover, the hi-cube 40-footer, with a height of  9 ft 6 in, is assuming increasing importance, representing, according to  
 certain estimates, the majority of  maritime containers in service in recent times. 
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Approval Plate. This carries essential information about the container, including age; unique registration 
number; dimensions and weights, as well as its strength and maximum stacking capability. A TEU’s tare 
weight is about 2.2 tons and its payload 28 tons. However, given the volume-weight ratio of  general cargo 
goods (more voluminous than heavy), a maritime container is on average full with about 14 tons of  cargo.

1 Figure 1: Maritime Containers (source: Cargo Russia)

 The main users of  the container are liner shipping companies: colossal, global, multi-billion  
organizations, such as Maersk Line, Mediterranean Shipping Company (MSC) and CMA-CGM, 
crisscrossing the globe with their ships, carrying manufactures and a miscellany of  other products from 
production sites to the final consumer. Approximately 70% of  such products, known as general cargo, are 
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nowadays carried in containers, and by specialized ships known as cellular containerships2. At the time of  
writing (2015), more than 5000 fully-cellular containerships were plying the oceans, of  a total cargo-
carrying capacity approaching 20 million TEU slots. 

 Given the east-west trade imbalance, however, -i.e. more imports to Europe and North America from 
Asia than the other way around- empty containers have to be transported too, repositioned at export 
regions and loading ports in the Far East. This means that the actual number of  maritime containers 
in use at any one time is much larger than the slot capacity of  the containerships. To this, one has to 
add the demand for the (53 ft) regional containers by the railway systems, particularly those of  the north 
American “land bridge” (west- to east coast), and the multitude of  other uses of  the container, ranging 
from construction to (portable) storage; refugee shelters; schools; swimming pools; safe boxes; and much 
more. An estimated total approaching 40 million maritime containers are in use today, giving a “box-to-
slot” ratio of  2.0 containers per containership slot.

 In the past 15 years, the box-to-slot ratio has gone down from 3 to 2 containers per slot. This has 
been the result of  the advanced empty container management systems, applied by the majority of  ocean 
carriers and container leasing companies, as well as of  the more efficient marine terminal management 
and inland distribution practices. Although this development might at first sight mean a lower demand 
for containers in the future, this is actually more than compensated these days by an increasing demand 
for containers as a result of  carriers’ slow-steaming practice, aimed to reduce fuel consumption and 
greenhouse gas emissions.3

 The average age of  a container is 15 years. However, depending on the use made of  a container, its 
economic life can well span 15-20 years or more, and for that reason there exists a highly developed and 
competitive secondhand market, mostly for non-maritime users. If  one looks at the replacement demand 
of  containers (about 5% p.a. of  the global container fleet), one could easily deduce that a typical container 
could well be around even for 20 years.

 Production varies from year to year between one and four million new containers, depending on 
the interaction of  demand and supply; the growth of  international trade; and of  the ships that carry it. 
It could be fairly safely argued that, in the long run, net capital formation in the global container fleet 
averages 9% p.a. , while an additional 5%, as already mentioned above, concerns replacement investment, 
as well as replacement of  containers lost at sea. This growth in the global container fleet (9%) is double 
the growth of  the projected containership capacity (4.5% for the next 10 years).

 Same as production levels, the price of  new containers varies too, depending on international trade 
developments; the outlook of  the world economy; the price of  steel, as well as competition between 
container manufacturers and their production capacities.4 In the long run (2000-2015), the average
price of  a standard FEU has fluctuated around $4500, and that of  a TEU at around $2500. Currently, as 
2  The name cellular derives from containerships’ ‘beehive’ cell-like cargo-carrying space, consisting of  a great number of  cells (slots), suitable only for  
 the transportation of  containers.

3  A reduction in sailing speed from the conventional 25 knots to about 14 knots or less today requires the addition of  an extra ship to each deep sea service,  
 if  the carrier wants to maintain the same sailing frequency; e.g. once per week. The need for extra containers thus becomes obvious.

4  Considerable excess capacity is noted to exist among manufacturers, reported to be operating at 50% capacity utilization.
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a result of  the general economic downturn and a slowing down of  Chinese exports, container prices 
are reported to be significantly lower than these5, presenting attractive investment opportunities to 
private investors and container lessors. Correspondingly, prices for secondhand containers are around 
$3000 for an FEU and $2000 for a TEU, with the FEU however becoming increasingly the preferred 
standardization unit.

 Carriers do not own all their containers –or ships to that matter- and about half  of  the boxes they 
use are leased from container leasing and management companies such as Textainer; Florens; Triton; TAL; etc. 
Major container lessors are members of  IICL (Institute of  International Container Lessors). By leasing 
its containers, a carrier preserves its liquidity and shifts market risk and uncertainty to the lessor, who 
is better placed to manage and diversify such risks. Moreover, a container lessor can address more 
efficiently the empty container management problem and finally achieve better container utilization rates, 
given its global container fleet, its advanced IT systems of  container management; numerous depots 
spread around the world; and great number of  clients, each with diverging rental requirements. As a 
result, container leasing companies have clearly outperformed the general S&P 500 index, as measured 
by the SPDR S&P 500 ETF (NYSE:SPY), as well as the transportation index, as measured by the iShares 
Dow Jones Transport Average ETF (NYSE:IYE).

 Same as carriers, and for purposes of  risk diversification, leasing companies both own and manage 
containers on behalf  of  third parties and private investors. By being as asset-light as possible, i.e. by 
owning fewer fixed capital assets (containers) on their balance sheet, leasing companies can adjust faster 
to changing demand and thus ride relatively smoothly the notoriously volatile shipping business cycle.

 As a result of  their size –and thus the size of  their purchase orders- leasing companies interact directly 
with container manufacturers, dictating specifications; special requirements; quality of  materials; 
colors; and so on. They occasionally supervise construction and, at final stages, they inspect and certify 
the final product via classification societies. Such direct involvement in manufacturing procedures enables 
the lessor to differentiate its services from competition and, thus, hopefully command a premium rental 
fee from the lessee. Naturally, lessors do not only lease their containers –owned or managed- to ocean 
carriers but also to transport operators, freight forwarders, and third party logistics service providers 
(NVOCCs/3PLs).

 There are various types of  leasing arrangements, with the most common one being the long-term 
lease, for periods of  over a year (usually 5-7 years) and for a number of  containers in the same lease 
contract.

 Shorter term operating leases (less than a year) are less common, as are one-way-trip; as needed; and master 
interchange leases. Although uncommon, short-term leases are becoming increasingly important in 
addressing short-term traffic imbalances of  smaller, regional, carriers and they are financially attractive 
too, given lessors’ global network of  depots and thus their ability to pick-up and drop-off  containers 
with
 

5   End of  2015, $1750 is reported as the average price of  a new TEU.
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great flexibility and at short notice. Finally, in financial (or capital) leases, the lessee has the contractual 
right to purchase the container at a bargain option purchase price, -or nominal price as it is often called- at the 
end of  the lease period. Particularly master interchange leases offer lessees a greater degree of  flexibility, 
albeit at a considerably higher cost. Here, the lessee is guaranteed the availability of  containers on an “as 
needed” basis, and corresponding lease durations, for a master lease contract period of  usually less than 
a year. The lessee pays the per diem rate (PDR) only for the containers he uses, when he uses them. 

 Managing third party containers is a lessor’s second strategy and approximately half  of  a 
typical lessor’s capacity regards containers under management. Management contracts are longterm 
contracts, usually up to 5-8 years. The lessor receives a management fee based on the realized 
revenue from the leased container, minus operating costs, and he would also receive a commission 
(trading income) at the end, when he sells the container on behalf  of  his client. During the lease 
period, the lessor usually arranges a damage protection plan (insurance), up to a certain pre-agreed 
amount, and for damages -other than normal ware and tare or rust- caused by the lessee (e.g. 
dents or debris left behind). The lessor provides warehousing and other services, such as finance, 
maintenance and painting, while containers are kept on contract at depots and general purpose  
distribution centers (dry ports), which clients can visit and select their preferred containers. Finally, new 
containers are delivered to clients directly from the manufacturer, usually arriving loaded with clean 
third party cargo, so as to minimize purchase price and thus make the deal even more attractive to the 
container investor. 

 Long-term financial leases are common in third party management. Moreover, under a sale-leaseback 
arrangement, the client buys the container –often with the help, advice and intermediation of  the lessor- 
and leases it back to the latter thus securing its investment while receiving a fixed stable income, in the 
order of  11-12%, throughout the period of  the lease.

 Wholesale container trading companies exist too, either independently or as the trading arms of  
container lessors. Traders would buy containers from lessors, when the latter retire them from maritime 
service, refurbish them, and sell or lease them to a vast global market of  nonmaritime users, as well as 
to private investors, group of  investors, or investor funds. Such investors are usually located in high 
income tax economies (Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Japan, etc.), and the “non-domiciled” nature of  
the (predominantly international) container often offers them significant fiscal advantages. Recently, 
container investors have shown interest not only in the purchase of  maritime containers, under sale-
leaseback or, mostly, management arrangements, but also in participating in on-going leases of  containers 
in use by ocean carriers. It should be kept in mind that a container may have a useful economic life of  up 
to 20 years, and a fairly reasonable residual value, of  about 10% of  purchase price.

 Container rental rates –the per diem or PDR as it is better known- also fluctuate widely, as do all economic 
variables in the world of  shipping. Interestingly, and contrarily to other lease markets (automotive or 
real estate), there is a weak correlation between per diem and newbuilding container prices. Over the 
past 10 years, the per diem rate has fluctuated around $0.7. On the basis of  the above, the ‘economics’ of  
the container leasing market are rather straightforward: 
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 Assuming a $2000 new TEU container will be leased twice, for two 5-year periods, before it is retired 
from maritime service; a residual value of  20% (i.e. $400) and a per diem of  $0.7, its nominal payback 
period would be just over 7 years and the investment’s IRR would be 7%. Let it be noted though that this 
is a fairly conservative example. If  instead of  considering a residual value one were to consider that the 
container could (as it should) be leased out, with the help of  a leasing company, for an additional 5-year 
master lease, of  80% utilization, and only $1.2 per diem, the investment’s IRR (with zero residual value 
this time) would be around 11%.

 In conclusion, shipping is not a business for the faint-hearted; fortunes have been made and 
fortunes have been lost throughout its history. But there is one caveat: containerization and 
container logistics have shaped the very way we are living our lives, and there is no way back from 
the welfare created for society by the international exchange of  goods transported in containers.  

 Part 2: Containerization and the liner shipping industry 6

 Shipping is a global service industry that, by general recognition, provides the lifeline of  international 
trade. Suffice it to say that, due to the morphology of  our planet, 90% of  international trade takes place 
by sea. Technological developments in ship design and construction, and the ensuing economies of scale of  
larger ships, have in their turn promoted trade –particularly that of  developing countries- by making 
the transportation of  goods over long distances affordable. This has expanded markets for raw materials 
and final products, it has reduced unit costs, and has facilitated the industrialization of  many countries 
around the world. Often, international ocean transportation and Information and Communication 
Technologies (ICT) are referred to as the two basic pillars of  globalization (Stiglitz, 2006).

 Traditionally, the shipping industry is thought of  as consisting of  two major sectors (markets): the 
bulk shipping sector -engaged mainly in the transportation of  raw materials such as oil, coal, iron ore and 
grains- and the liner shipping sector (involved in the transportation of  final and semi-final products such 
as computers, textiles, furniture and a miscellany of  manufacturing output) (Figure 2). Today, roughly 
70% of  the latter trade is transported in specialized cellular containerships.

 From a market structure point of  view, the two sectors are as different as they could possibly be (Figure 
3): bulk shipping uses large and fairly unsophisticated ships, such as tankers and bulk-carriers, to transport 
goods in bulk, i.e. in an unpackaged, non-unitized form, on a contract basis (the so-called charter party). 
The provision of  this service requires minimal carrier infrastructure, and in this respect it resembles 
the service of  a taxi, whereby the contractual relation between passenger and driver (cargo owner and 
shipowner in this case) ends upon the completion of  the trip and the driver is on the lookout for new 
custom. The industry is highly competitive, with prices (freight rates) fluctuating wildly even in the 
course of  a single week.
6   Considerable part of  what follows hereunder is based on material of  Professor Haralambides which is either published (copyrighted) or under  
  publication. Davenport Laroche is allowed to make whatever use it deems appropriate on the basis of  the underlying professional service agreement  
  with Professor Haralambides, while the latter retains the intellectual property rights.
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 Figure 2: Shipping in the production process

Figure 3: Bulk and liner shipping: comparison and contrast

 Liner shipping

 On the contrary, liner shipping is geared to the provision of  regular services between specific ports, 
according to timetables and prices advertised well in advance (Haralambides, 2004; Jansson and Shneerson, 
1987). The service is in principle open to anyone with some cargo to ship, and in this sense it resembles 
a public transport service, like that of  a bus or tram. The provision of  such a service –often of  global 
coverage- requires extensive infrastructure in terms of  terminals and/or cargohandling facilities, ships, 
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containers, equipment, warehousing, regional and local offices and agencies. For instance, the provision 
of  a weekly service between Europe and Southeast Asia would require investments in excess of  one billion 
US dollars in ships alone. Understandably, investments of  this magnitude may, on the one hand, lead to 
undesirable capital concentration and, on the other, pose considerable barriers to entry for newcomers.  

 Cargo carried by liner shipping has come to be known as general cargo. Up to the beginning of  1960s, such 
cargo was transported, in various forms of  unitization (packaging), such as pallets, slings, boxes, barrels 
and crates, by relatively small vessels, known as general cargo ships, cargo freighters, multipurpose 
ships, twin-deckers or multi-deckers. These were ships with holds (cargo compartments) in a shelf-
like arrangement, where goods were stowed in small prepackaged consignments (parcels) according to 
destination (Figure 4). This was a very laborintensive process7 and, although seafaring may have been fun 
(sic) in those days, ships were known to spend most of  their productive time in port, waiting to berth, 
load or discharge. Congestion was thus a chronic problem in many ports, raising the cost of  transport and 
hindering the development of  trade. Equally importantly, such delays in ports made trade movements 
erratic and unpredictable, obliging manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers to keep large stock. As a 
consequence, warehousing and carrying (capital) costs were adding up to the cost of  transport, making 
final goods more expensive and, again, hindering international trade and economic development.

Figure 4: General cargo operations before containerization

 Containerization

 This situation began to change in the 1960s with the introduction of  containerization in the 
trade between the United States and Europe and, subsequently, in the rest of  the world (Figure 5).
 Containerization is often described as a revolution in transport. General cargo goods are now increasingly 
carried in steel boxes (containers) of  standardized dimensions (most common is the 8x8x20 feet unit 
 

7   Labor productivity in those times was roughly 1 ton per man-hour; with containerization, this has increased twentyfold.
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known as TEU –Twenty (foot) Equivalent Unit-, although containers of  double this size (40 feet) are 
becoming increasingly more important. Perhaps one of  the most important effects of  containerization 
is that, now, containers can be packed (stuffed) and unpacked (stripped) away from the busy waterfront, 
either at the premises of  the exporter (consignor) and/or the importer (consignee), or at Inland Container 
Depots (ICD), warehouses, and distribution centers (dry ports).

Figure 5: Global containerized trade 1995-2015 (source UNCTAD, RMT 2015)

 Expensive, and often strongly unionized, port labor is thus by-passed; pressure on port space 
relieved; and ship time in port minimized. These developments have increased ship and port productivity 
and system reliability immensely, thus allowing ships to become even bigger, achieving economies
of  scale and low transport costs. Nowadays, containers are increasingly carried by specialized cellular 
containerships many of  which able to carry more than 19,000 TEUs, while designs for 20- or even 25 
thousand TEU ships are already on the drawing boards of  naval architects (Figure 6).

 By-passing the waterfront in the stuffing and stripping of  containers, and thus having them ready 
in port to be handled by automated equipment, increased immensely the predictability and reliability 
of  cargo movements, enabling manufacturers and traders to reduce high inventory costs through the 
adoption of  flexible Just-in-Time and Make-to-Order production technologies. Inter alia, such technologies 
have helped manufacturers to cope with the vagaries and unpredictability of  the business cycle and plan 
business development in a more cost effective way.
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Figure 7: Illustrative hub-and-spoke system 
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By-passing the waterfront in the stuffing and stripping of containers, and thus having them 
ready in port to be handled by automated equipment, increased immensely the predictability and 
reliability of cargo movements, enabling manufacturers and traders to reduce high inventory costs 
through the adoption of flexible Just-in-Time and Make-to-Order production technologies. Inter 
alia, such technologies have helped manufacturers to cope with the vagaries and unpredictability 
of the business cycle and plan business development in a more cost effective way. 

Mammoth containerships, such as those seen today (Figure 6), could cost anything in the 
neighborhood of 100+ million US dollars and it could take up to 9 of them to run a weekly service 
between Europe and Southeast Asia. The capital intensity of these ships –the equivalent of a jumbo 
jet in aviation- obliges them to limit their ports of call at each end to just a few hub ports or load 
centers such as Shanghai, Singapore, Hong Kong and Rotterdam, from where huge surges of 
containers are consolidated or further forwarded (feedered) with smaller vessels, rail or road, to 
regional and local ports. Complex hub-and-spoke networks have thus evolved whose logistical 
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 Around the world, the port industry has invested a lot, in order to cope with the technological 
requirements of  containerization. Modern container terminals and commensurate cargohandling 
equipment have been built (Figure 8) and new, more efficient, organizational forms (including 
privatization) have been adopted in an effort to speed up port operations. Operational practices have 
been streamlined; the element of  uncertainty in cargo flows largely eliminated; forward planning has 
been facilitated; port labor regularized; and customs procedures simplified. These developments took 
place in the firm understanding of  governments and local authorities that ports, now, constitute the 
most important link (node) in the overall door-to-door supply chain and thus inefficiencies (bottlenecks) 
in the port sector can easily wither away all benefits derived from economies of  scale and scope in 
transportation and logistics. Since 2000, the measurement of  port efficiency has thus become a key 
research area in maritime economics and it has often been demonstrated that it is port efficiency that 
has led to the construction of  larger ships and not the other way around.

 Perhaps one of  the most pronounced characteristics of  liner shipping is its high fixed costs. In order 
to keep to its pre-advertised time-schedule, a ship must leave port regardless if  it is full or not. Its costs 
thus become fixed, i.e. independent of  the amount of  cargo carried. The only variable costs in this regard 
are thus Terminal Handling Charges (THC). Next, imagine the admittedly simplified case where, minutes 
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Perhaps one of the most pronounced characteristics of liner shipping is its high fixed costs. 
In order to keep to its pre-advertised time-schedule, a ship must leave port regardless if it is full or 
not. Its costs thus become fixed, i.e. independent of the amount of cargo carried. The only variable 
costs in this regard are thus Terminal Handling Charges (THC). Next, imagine the admittedly 
simplified case where, minutes before the ship sets sail, an unexpected customer arrives at the port 
with one container to ship. If the vessel has spare capacity, which is often the case in liner shipping, 
being a declining costs industry, or an industry of increasing returns to scale, its operator might 
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before the ship sets sail, an unexpected customer arrives at the port with one container to ship. If  the 
vessel has spare capacity, which is often the case in liner shipping, being a declining costs industry, or an 
industry of  increasing returns to scale, its operator might  be tempted to take on the extra container even 
at a price as low as merely the extra (marginal) cargo-handling costs involved in taking the container 
aboard. However, if  this were to become common practice among carriers, competition among them 
could become destructive competition, pushing prices down to the level of  short-run marginal costs. 
Consequently, liner services would not be sustainable in the long-run, as operators would not be able to 
recover costs in full, most importantly capital costs, such as depreciation allowances, for the eventual 
replacement of  the ship.

 Conferences

 It has thus been considered that price competition should be limited and a self-regulating mechanism 
found to allow operators charge long-run average costs to the benefit of  a sustainable, regular, frequent and 
reliable service, according to the requirements of  demand (i.e. the shippers themselves). Moreover, the 
freight rate instability that would ensue as a result of  unlimited competition – something quite common 
in bulk shipping – has always been detested by liner shippers who have consistently argued for stable 
and predictable prices (transport costs). On the rate stability aspect, Figure 9 compares the fairly stable 
liner tariffs with the volatile bulk shipping freight rates (left part), and the variability of  rates, due to 
deregulation (i.e. limitation of  conferences’ powers) in the North Atlantic market (right part).

 
Figure 9: Liner rate stability and deregulation

 This rate-stabilizing mechanism was found in the face of  conferences. These are pricesetting cooperative 
schemes among carriers aimed at the limitation of  price competition and at the setting of  rates at 
‘minimum common denominator’. This allows a sustainable service in the longrun to the benefit of  the 
shipper who requires stable and predictable transport costs. (Haralambides, 2004).
 
 In the UNCTAD Code of  Conduct for Liner Conferences (UNCTAD, 1975), the term conference or 
liner conference is defined as ‘. . .a group of two or more vessel operating carriers which provides international liner 
services for the carriage of cargo on a particular route or routes within specified geographical limits and which has an 
agreement or arrangement, whatever its nature, within the framework of which they operate under uniform or common 
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This rate-stabilizing mechanism was found in the face of conferences. These are price-
setting cooperative schemes among carriers aimed at the limitation of price competition and at the 
setting of rates at ‘minimum common denominator’.  This allows a sustainable service in the long-
run to the benefit of the shipper who requires stable and predictable transport costs. (Haralambides, 
2004).  
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freight rates and any other agreed conditions with respect to the provision of liner services...’

 Daniel Marx Jr. (1953) in his celebrated book defines shipping conferences, or rings, - among the 
earliest cartels in international trade- as ‘.. . agreements organized by shipping lines to restrict or eliminate 
competition, to regulate and rationalize sailing schedules and ports of call, and occasionally to arrange for the pooling 
of cargo, freight monies or net earnings. They generally control prices, i.e. freight rates and passenger fares. The nature of 
their organization varies considerably, depending on the market structure of the trade route. Some have been conferences 
quite literally -informal oral conferences- but many have employed written agreements establishing a permanent body 
with a chairman or secretary, and containing carefully described rights and obligations of the conference membership...’

 Historically, limitation of  price competition has enabled conference members to compete on quality 
of  service. A good insight into the role of  the quality variable in liner shipping can be found in Devanney 
et al. (1975). These authors observe that conferences, while often being considered as monopolists, do 
not actually earn the corresponding monopoly profits. They explain this by pointing to the strong 
competition among conference members on the quality of  service. When price is fixed, differentiation 
on quality is the only way a carrier can increase its own revenue at the cost of  others. The authors suggest 
that the main variable in this competition is speed: some conference members are simply able to offer 
quicker services or, in case of  difficult circumstances such as congestion in ports or bad weather, they are 
in a better position to maintain integrity of  sailing schedules. Nowadays, quality variables are considered 
to be the provision of  information and EDI systems; logistical services of  all sorts; better coordination 
and integration with inland transport companies; ownership of  terminals and equipment; frequency of  
service; geographical coverage and, in general, supply chain integration and management.

 It all honesty it must be said that conferences pre-existed the destructive competition worries of  carriers, 
and in reality they were conceived as mechanisms to protect trade (often combined with gunpoint 
diplomacy) between the metropolis and its colonies. In modern times, conferences have been allowed 
to exist, so far exempted from anti-trust legislation, on the basis of  ‘sustainability of  service’ arguments 
like the above. Such regulatory leniency however has not come without the sometimes severe criticism 
and outcry of  many shippers (cargo owners) who have seen price-setting; price discrimination; port, 
cargo and market share allocations; secrecy of  conference agreements and similar restrictive business 
practices exercised by conferences as not promoting trade to the detriment of  the consumer. Moreover, 
the European Court of  Justice has rightly argued that ‘rate stability’ cannot be an objective in itself  and 
‘stability’ per se cannot be more important than competition.8

 In the earlier days, conferences have been known to exercise price discrimination –the ultimate 
trait of  monopoly pricing- according to the principle of  charge what the traffic can bear. In brief  what this 
means is that the carrier had the ability to assess the price elasticity of  a certain cargo (or shipper) and 
charge each according to its (his) willingness to pay. In economics jargon, price discrimination enables  
the carrier to extract most of  consumer surplus for himself, transforming it into producer surplus. 
Such practices, however, have become less and less common as a result of  containerization and 
the consequent charging of  uniform rates per container. Obviously, containerization makes it  
8  In 2008, conference price-setting was forbidden in trades to/from the EU.
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increasingly difficult to justify price discrimination based on an alleged need for different treatment 
of  goods according to their particular characteristics (such as volume, stowage, cargo-handling, etc.).

 Price discrimination in liner shipping has been viewed both negatively and positively. First, regardless 
of  whether price discrimination is effectively exercised or not, only the potential ability of  carriers to do 
so demonstrates a certain degree of  monopoly power, justifiably detested by consumers and regulators 
alike. However, price discrimination has also been seen positively, in the sense that it has promoted 
trade by making possible the exportation of  low value, pricesensitive commodities, many originating 
from developing countries. Furthermore, it has often been argued, price discrimination introduces, 
paradoxically, an element of  competition in the sense that it attracts hit-and-run operators who, with 
minimal infrastructure and other overheads, ‘skim’ the market, targeting high-value goods only, by 
rigorously undercutting conference prices. As a result, conferences have traditionally tried to exclude 
independent outsiders through a number of  practices such as fighting ships (price wars), deferred 
rebates, loyalty agreements and so on. 

 Market power in liner shipping

 Notwithstanding the above, the issue of  monopoly power, and the ensuing pricing strategies of  
conferences, have constituted important research areas of  market structure modelling in liner shipping. 
Whether price discrimination –that has undoubtedly been exercised by conferences in the past- aims 
at profit maximization or merely at allowing low-value cargoes to be transported (in order to increase 
ship capacity utilization and/or expand geographical coverage to peripheral or otherwise uninteresting 
regions such as Africa and Latin America) still remains to be shown. Research results have not been 
conclusive, given the inherent difficulties in measuring the price elasticities of  a miscellany of  goods 
loaded at a great number of  ports around the world (Sjostrom, 1992).

 The pricing behavior of  a firm gives an indication on the competitiveness of  the market in which it 
operates. How competitive is, therefore, liner shipping as an industry? Have conferences abused their 
price setting privilege, discriminate, manage capacity, and charge prices well above costs? If  so, how 
can abuse be defined and measured? Are liner tariffs cost-based (competition) or do companies charge 
according to what the traffic can bear (monopoly)? Such studies have been done in aviation and other 
industries but not yet in shipping, due to secrecy and unavailability of  cost data.

 Abuse can be established by calculating a firm’s (conference) degree of market power: a measure showing 
by how much a producer, such as a conference, can maintain prices above marginal costs without losing 
custom. Let’s try to formalize somewhat the discussion here, assuming for the time being that liner 
shipping is an imperfectly competitive market, such as a monopoly, where the producer is a price-maker, 
able to discriminate among buyers, selling different quantities (q) at different prices (f). In such a case:

Total Revenue, R, is equal to: 

while f   is a function of  quantity sold, 
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𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅 = 𝑓𝑓 (1 − 1
𝑒𝑒) = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 

 

Where e is the price elasticity of demand and MC is marginal cost. 

Finally, the above can be written as:  

 

𝜕𝜕−𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
𝜕𝜕 =  1𝑒𝑒  Eq. 1 

  
        

The above expression, or rather the inverse of the price elasticity of demand at equilibrium, 
1/e, is known as Lerner’s Degree of Market Power. Knowledge of e (of different cargoes or 
between different shippers) is of paramount importance for the pricing strategy of a liner company. 
This strategy is known under the term market segmentation: through a large sales force and local 
agencies, carriers are in constant contact with shippers, offering them a miscellany of logistics 
services, mining their willingness to pay for them. This information is subsequently collected 
centrally and analyzed by the carrier’s research department to establish e.  
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 One should remember that the source of  welfare loss under monopoly is the restriction of  output, 
which raises the price above MC. It is natural therefore to measure the degree of  market power by the 
extent to which the monopolist can hold the price above MC. gives the proportional excess of  price over 
MC.

 Even for a monopolist, however, there is a limit on his control over price: this is the extent to which 
customers leave the market when prices increase. If  the quantity demanded is sensitive to price, the 
price elasticity of  demand will be large. In other words, the profit-maximizing price will have to be close 
to marginal cost. In such a market, the profit maximizing monopolist will restrict output only slightly 
below the competitive level.

 On the other hand, if  the price elasticity of  demand is small, the monopolist has more leeway to raise 
prices. When the quantity demanded does not decline much as the price rises, the profit maximizing 
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 The issue of  monopoly power has been approached through other avenues as well. A number of  
econometric models, using cross-section data, have been estimated with varying degrees of  success. 
They all attempt to explain prices (tariffs) through such explanatory variables as the ‘unit value of  the 
transported goods’ (an indicator of  price discrimination); ‘stowage factor’ (an alleged cost indicator 
expressed by the volume/weight ratio of  the goods); and the ‘total trade volume on the route’ (indicating 
the potential for outside competition). 

 Several authors have presented results on such pricing models, where tariffs were regressed on the 
above mentioned variables. Examples are Deakin & Seward (1973), Bryan (1974), Heaver (1973a), Shneerson 
(1976), Jansson & Shneerson (1985), Talley & Pope (1985) and Brooks & Button (1994). The models are rather 
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The above expression, or rather the inverse of the price elasticity of demand at equilibrium, 
1/e, is known as Lerner’s Degree of Market Power. Knowledge of e (of different cargoes or 
between different shippers) is of paramount importance for the pricing strategy of a liner company. 
This strategy is known under the term market segmentation: through a large sales force and local 
agencies, carriers are in constant contact with shippers, offering them a miscellany of logistics 
services, mining their willingness to pay for them. This information is subsequently collected 
centrally and analyzed by the carrier’s research department to establish e.  
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similar in terms of  the selected variables. Their results are also fairly comparable and indicate that both 
‘unit value’ and ‘stowage factor’ are important explanatory variables for liner tariffs.

 The basic idea with these two variables is that if  the ‘unit value’ variable proves to be significant, 
conferences are able to discriminate on price and there is thus a considerable degree of  monopoly power. 
If, however, the stowage factor is shown to be the most important explanatory variable, this implies that 
conferences compete on costs and thus considerable competition prevails in the market.

 The inclusion of  the ‘trade volume’ variable has given rise to the examination of  a most interesting 
phenomenon that has come to be known as the ‘inbound-outbound freight rate controversy’ (Heaver, 
1973b)9. A number of  authors have observed that routes inbound usually involve different rates, vis à vis 
outbound routes of  a certain area. This was first noticed in the transatlantic route, but it appeared to exist 
in other routes as well. Bennathan & Walters (1969), Heaver (1973b), Devanney et al. (1975) and Byington 
and Olin (1983) have contributed in this area. They found that explanations lie in the commodity structure 
of  the inbound and outbound routes, as well as cargo imbalances, which give rise to different levels of  
competition on the two legs of  the route. In this respect, more competition means lower rates.

 In the case of  the United States and the transatlantic route, Bennathan and Walters (1969) observed a 
cargo imbalance favoring the outbound leg. This was of  course reasonable due to the reconstruction of  
Europe after a ruinous WWII and the import demand this generated; the picture (and the imbalance) is the 
opposite nowadays. As a result, the authors argued, tramps (i.e. unscheduled independent carriers) were 
sailing from the US full with bulk cargo, leaving all outbound liner cargo to conferences. Competition from 
tramps was thus minimal and as a consequence tariffs on the outbound leg were higher than the inbound 
one (Europe-US) where more competition prevailed. This situation could be explained reasonably well by 
variables such as trade volume and number of  conference and non-conference operators on the route.

 In the 1960s, but particularly in the 1970s, containerization virtually eliminated competition from 
tramps. Obviously, large company size and infrastructural requirements could not be met by the often 
single-ship tramping companies whose advantage was merely ‘flexibility’. Interest in the inbound-
outbound controversy was thus lost together with the importance of  the ‘stowage factor’ as an explanatory 
variable of  liner tariffs. 

 The demise of  the stowage factor was illustrated in the work of  Talley & Pope (1985) who obtained data 
similar to those of  Deakin & Seward, Heaver, Bryan, and Jansson & Shneerson, but on a containerized 
route. These authors found that the stowage factor, previously an important explanatory variable, 
disappeared from the equation and, at the same time, the coefficient of  ‘unit value’ was much smaller 
than in previous results. Due to the uniform way of  treating cargo in a container, these results are 
not difficult to understand. Brooks & Button (1994) confirmed these results and suggested alternative 
variables that should nowadays be considered: customer type, direction of  trade and type of  service.
 
9  Undoubtedly, the discussion in this section has only historical value but it can still explain to some extent differences in tariffs for Asian cargoes destined  
 for the Mediterranean and northern European ports, or Asian cargo destined for the East- and West Coast of  the United states; differences that cannot be  
 explained only by differences in transportation costs, as the latter are proxied by navigational distances.
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 The year 2008 saw the prohibition of  liner shipping conferences in trades to and from Europe. The 
EU Council of  Ministers decided to revoke Regulation 4056/86 that exempted conferences from the 
competition law stipulations of  the European Union. This happened while conferences are still allowed 
throughout Asia and when, simultaneously with the EU abolition, Singapore’s newly established 
Competition Commission legislated in favor of  conferences.

 Haralambides et al. (2003) have shown this to be a wrong decision that will likely blow up in the face of  the 
EC. The removal of  some self-regulatory power from an industry as international as liner shipping, where no 
national competition law can apparently apply, will lead –with mathematical certainty- to higher industry 
concentration, as well as to higher prices and transport system unreliability, seriously jeopardizing global 
Just-in-Time systems of  production and distribution. At the end of  the day, the European citizen would again 
have to foot the bill of  illconceived and introvert policies that run against global European competitiveness.10

 Concentration in liner shipping

 It is often argued that liner shipping is a highly concentrated industry. The mere fact that, at the time 
of  writing, four global shipping alliances11 control 90% of  global trade in general cargo would prima 
facie come in support of  this assertion. But how can we measure concentration and is concentration a 
necessarily bad thing? Does concentration always lead to market power? 

 In most industrialized countries, central government bodies such as the US Bureau of  the Census 
(something like a national statistical service); the UK Ministry of  Industry (where the competition 
authority also belongs); and the Japanese Fair Trade Commission classify firms in industries according 
to a system known as the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC).12 The SIC divides the economy into a 
set of  industries, ranging from broadly defined categories to very specialized products.

 Obviously, the broader the definition of  an industry, i.e. the greater the number of  dissimilar firms 
included in it, the less concentrated the industry would appear to be. Unfortunately, disaggregated 
data at specific product level are either not collected or are difficult to get by, mainly due to reasons of  
confidentiality.

 An easy to use measure of  concentration is the concentration ratio, CRx, showing the cumulative 
market share of  the x largest firms in the industry. CR4 = 38, for instance, means that the top four liner 
shipping companies of  Figure 10 have a combined market share of  38%.

 Although the CR makes comparisons between similar industries possible, it suffers from a number of  
shortcomings. First, the CR returns information only on the largest x firms, ignoring information about 
the relative size and distribution of  smaller firms in the market. An example could illustrate this point:13

10  13 years after the “Erasmus Report”, those views and concerns have been vindicated in full.

11  2M, G6, Ocean 3, CKHYE.

12   In 1997, the US replaced SIC by NAICS – North American Industry Classification System- in order to account for new industries and production  
  technologies; NAICS applies to USA, Canada and Mexico (NAFTA) who no longer support SIC.

13   This and the following example are thankfully credited to Stephen Martin of  Krannert Business School on whose book (Advanced Industrial Economics;  
  Blackwell Publishers, 2001) this part leans, sometimes heavily.
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 A CR4 of  60% could mean, for instance, that the largest firm in the market has a market share of  54%, 
sharing the market with 23 firms, each with a 2% share. However, it could also mean that the four largest 
firms in the market have 15% each, which they share with four smaller firms, each with a 10% market 
share. From an industrial policy point of  view, the two cases are quite different: the first case is a market 
with a dominant firm, while the second is an oligopoly. The 4- firm CR provides little guidance here.

Figure 10: Concentration in liner shipping
 
 Another commonly used method of  calculating industry concentration is the Hirschman Herfindahl 
Index (HHI) or, as it is also known, the Herfindahl Index, H. This measure has the merit of  combining 
information on the market shares of  all firms in the industry, not just the largest four or eight of  them. 
The H-index is often used for policy purposes; competition authorities employ it in order to decide which 
proposed mergers and acquisitions they might consider challenging.

 Assume there are  firms in the industry, and  is the market share of  firm . The H-Index is the sum 
of  the squared market shares of  the firms:
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could illustrate this point:13  

A CR4 of 60% could mean, for instance, that the largest firm in the market has a market 
share of 54%, sharing the market with 23 firms, each with a 2% share. However, it could also mean 
that the four largest firms in the market have 15% each, which they share with four smaller firms, 
each with a 10% market share. From an industrial policy point of view, the two cases are quite 
different: the first case is a market with a dominant firm, while the second is an oligopoly. The 4-
firm CR provides little guidance here.  

Another commonly used method of calculating industry concentration is the Hirschman 
Herfindahl Index (HHI) or, as it is also known, the Herfindahl Index, H. This measure has the 
merit of combining information on the market shares of all firms in the industry, not just the largest 
four or eight of them. The H-index is often used for policy purposes; competition authorities 

                                                           
13 This and the following example are thankfully credited to Stephen Martin of Krannert Business School on whose 
book (Advanced Industrial Economics; Blackwell Publishers, 2001) this part leans, sometimes heavily. 
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employ it in order to decide which proposed mergers and acquisitions they might consider 
challenging. 

Assume there are N firms in the industry, and si is the market share of firm i. The H-Index is the 
sum of the squared market shares of the N firms: 

𝐻𝐻 =  ∑𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖2 =  
𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖=1
𝑠𝑠12 +  𝑠𝑠22 + ⋯𝑠𝑠𝑁𝑁2  

 

0 ≤ 𝐻𝐻 ≤ 1 (𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 0 ≤ 𝐻𝐻 ≤ 10,000) 

 

The H-Index ranges between 0 and 1, or 0 and 10,000 depending on how market shares are 
expressed (i.e. 0.1 or 10(%)). If a market is supplied by a monopolist, his market share is 1 (100%) 
and the value of the Index is also 1 (or 10,000). If there are two firms, each supplying half of the 
market, then the value of the index would be one and half. In the case of 3 equal-sized firms, the 
value of the Index would be one third, and so on. In general, if there are N equal-sized firms in the 
industry, the value of the H-Index is 1/N; i.e.:  

𝐻𝐻 =  (1
𝑁𝑁)
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Thus, as the number of industry firms increase, the value of the H-Index falls from 1 to 0. 
The larger the value of the H-Index, the fewer the number of companies competing in the industry. 
Often, an industry is considered concentrated if the HHI exceeds 1,800, corresponding to 4 to 5 
equal-sized firms. What if, however, firms are not of equal size? Let’s consider the following 
example. 
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The first case represents a monopolist; the second, a duopolist. In the third case, three firms 
share equally the market among them, while in the last case, one firm supplies half of the market, 
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The larger the value of the H-Index, the fewer the number of companies competing in the industry. 
Often, an industry is considered concentrated if the HHI exceeds 1,800, corresponding to 4 to 5 
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employ it in order to decide which proposed mergers and acquisitions they might consider 
challenging. 
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 The H-Index ranges between 0 and 1, or 0 and 10,000 depending on how market shares are expressed 
(i.e. 0.1 or 10(%)). If  a market is supplied by a monopolist, his market share is 1 (100%) and the value of  the 
Index is also 1 (or 10,000). If  there are two firms, each supplying half  of  the market, then the value of  the 
index would be one and half. In the case of  3 equal-sized firms, the value of  the Index would be one third, 
and so on. In general, if  there are  equal-sized firms in the industry, the value of  the H-Index is 1/N; i.e.:

 Thus, as the number of  industry firms increase, the value of  the H-Index falls from 1 to 0. The larger 
the value of  the H-Index, the fewer the number of  companies competing in the industry. Often, an 
industry is considered concentrated if  the HHI exceeds 1,800, corresponding to 4 to 5 equal-sized firms. 
What if, however, firms are not of  equal size? Let’s consider the following example.

 The first case represents a monopolist; the second, a duopolist. In the third case, three firms share 
equally the market among them, while in the last case, one firm supplies half  of  the market, and two 
more firms divide equally between them the remaining 50%. The value of  the H-Index in this last case is 
0.375. This is less than 0.5 (the value of  the index for 2 equal-sized firms), but more than 0.333 (the value 
of  the index for 3 equal-sized firms). In other words, 3 firms, one larger than the other 2, represents a 
greater industry concentration than 3 equal-sized firms but a smaller concentration than 2 equal-sized 
firms.

 Is therefore liner shipping a concentrated industry? By inputting the market shares of  the top 20 
carriers in Figure 10 in a spreadsheet and calculating and adding their squared values, the value of  548.41 
should be derived. Moreover, the number N of  equal-sized firms with an HIndex=548.41 should be given 
by: N=10000/548.41=18 firms. As 548.41 < 1800, liner shipping should not be considered as a concentrated 
industry; but this is only have the truth, if  not less even than that.

 From a competition law point of  view, the concept of  ‘market’ which is of  interest is the relevant 
geographic market. In other words, this is the physical place where consumers and suppliers interact for 
the acquisition/provision of  a good or service, and where competition among suppliers is prevalent. The 
consumer is expected to have ample choice, i.e. enough substitute goods should exist for him to choose 
from. In the form of  a witticism, although, say, Maersk Line covers a global network, the service it offers in 
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South America is not much use to a consumer in Rotterdam, and unless the latter decides to move house, 
he cannot substitute that service for a bad one he may be receiving in Rotterdam, neither can he do so 
if  Rotterdam tariffs go up. In this sense, the two markets in our example are distinct and geographically 
irrelevant. Global concentration, in this sense, means very little.

 A market has thus a geographical attribute which is of  relevance in determining concentration and 
competition. For instance, the market of  the city where the port is located is fairly captive. But as the port 
tries to extend its hinterland towards the region, the country or the continent, the market becomes just a 
potentially targetable market, with more players and thus more competition (Figure 11). To give another 
example: The Shanghai-Rotterdam port-to-port market may be highly concentrated, with just a handful 
of  carriers offering services, but if  one were to consider that the market is the door-to-door importation 
of  bicycles made in Wuhan, China, to Paris, France, then the market is highly competitive with many 
players offering services, using not only those two ports but many others, at both ends of  the trade. 
Simply put, if  the market is port-to-port it can indeed be concentrated; if  however the market is door-to-
door, including a miscellany of  add-on logistics services, it could well be considered as not concentrated 
at all.

Figure 11: Market definition (source: NetMBA.com)

Without, therefore, defining the geographically relevant market, one cannot express opinions as to 
whether liner shipping as an industry is concentrated or not. Finally, one should not also forget that the 
example and calculations of  Figure 10 hinge on the assumption that these firms operate independently. 
However, this is not true and, as we have seen, carriers operate within (price-setting) conferences and 
(capacity-managing) alliances. In some way, it should be these organizations and not the independent 
carriers themselves which should enter into the industry concentration calculations.
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Figure 11: Market definition (source: NetMBA.com)

Without, therefore, defining the geographically relevant market, one cannot express 
opinions as to whether liner shipping as an industry is concentrated or not. Finally, one should not 
also forget that the example and calculations of Figure 10 hinge on the assumption that these firms
operate independently. However, this is not true and, as we have seen, carriers operate within 
(price-setting) conferences and (capacity-managing) alliances. In some way, it should be these
organizations and not the independent carriers themselves which should enter into the industry
concentration calculations.

Global shipping alliances

In the profit equation, and contrarily to price-setting conferences, alliances are technical
agreements among carriers, aiming at higher efficiency through better utilization of ships,
equipment, terminals and networks. In early 2016, 4 alliances were carrying approximately 90%
of the global containerized trade. These were (Figure 12): 2M (Maersk, MSC); CYKHE (Cosco,
Yang Ming, K-Line, Hanjin, Evergreen); G6 (APL/NOL, MOL, Hyundai, Hapag-Lloyd, NYK, 
OOCL); and Ocean Three (CMA-CGM, UASC, CSCL). 
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Global shipping alliances

 In the profit equation, and contrarily to price-setting conferences, alliances are technical agreements 
among carriers, aiming at higher efficiency through better utilization of  ships, equipment, terminals 
and networks. In early 2016, 4 alliances were carrying approximately 90% of  the global containerized 
trade. These were (Figure 12): 2M (Maersk, MSC); CYKHE (Cosco, Yang Ming, K-Line, Hanjin, Evergreen); 
G6 (APL/NOL, MOL, Hyundai, Hapag-Lloyd, NYK, OOCL); and Ocean Three (CMA-CGM, UASC, CSCL).  

 More specifically, the objectives of  an alliance include: wider geographical coverage; better vessel 
planning; economies of scale through the deployment of  fewer albeit larger ships; entering new markets 
through slot-sharing; increase in service frequency; higher leverage while negotiating with terminals, 
feeder and intermodal services. 

Figure 12: Global shipping alliances (source: Theo Notteboom - porteconomics.eu)

 Contestability in liner shipping

 The monopoly/cartel approach to liner shipping has not been able to give convincing answers to a 
number of  important questions. For instance: Does the industry realize supernormal profits? How is 
it possible to consistently post meagre financial results and at the same time have such an impressive 
newbuilding programme? As a result of  its market structure, are there inherent barriers to entry in liner 
trades? Is vertical integration (logistics) a necessity or an anticompetitive contrivance? William Baumol’s 
Theory of Contestable Markets (Baumol et al. , 1982), although not universally accepted as conventional 
wisdom in industrial economics, has been more successful in providing plausible answers to many such 
questions.
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Figure 12: Global shipping alliances (source: Theo Notteboom - porteconomics.eu)

More specifically, the objectives of an alliance include: wider geographical coverage; 
better vessel planning; economies of scale through the deployment of fewer albeit larger ships;
entering new markets through slot-sharing; increase in service frequency; higher leverage while
negotiating with terminals, feeder and intermodal services. 

Contestability in liner shipping

The monopoly/cartel approach to liner shipping has not been able to give convincing answers to a 
number of important questions. For instance: Does the industry realize supernormal profits? How
is it possible to consistently post meagre financial results and at the same time have such an
impressive newbuilding programme? As a result of its market structure, are there inherent barriers
to entry in liner trades? Is vertical integration (logistics) a necessity or an anticompetitive 
contrivance? William Baumol’s Theory of Contestable Markets (Baumol et al., 1982), although
not universally accepted as conventional wisdom in industrial economics, has been more
successful in providing plausible answers to many such questions.

In mainstream neoclassical economics, competition declines together with the number of
firms in an industry. The rationale behind this is that the techniques of large-scale production 
which allow the number of firms to be reduced, simultaneously create difficulties to aspiring 
newcomers in the form of, for example, capital or scale barriers. In liner shipping, it should be
remembered, the provision of weekly service between SE Asia and NW Europe would require
investments well in excess of 1 billion US$ in ships alone.
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 In mainstream neoclassical economics, competition declines together with the number of  firms in an 
industry. The rationale behind this is that the techniques of  large-scale production which allow the number 
of  firms to be reduced, simultaneously create difficulties to aspiring newcomers in the form of, for example, 
capital or scale barriers. In liner shipping, it should be remembered, the provision of  weekly service 
between SE Asia and NW Europe would require investments well in excess of  1 billion US$ in ships alone. 

 Contrarily, the theory of  contestable markets contends that concentration does not necessarily lead 
to market power, provided markets are contestable; i.e. easily accessible to new entry. In such cases, only 
the threat of  entry (potential entry) is enough to discipline incumbents (existing producers) from abusing 
their market share, charging prices not far from marginal costs. In this sense, to quote Baumol, “lack of  
entry can be a virtue, rather than a vice”.

 The threat of  entry is particularly relevant in network industries, like liner shipping, offering hundreds 
of  services around the world, albeit not all of  them equally profitable (e.g. northsouth or south-south 
services). Short-run profitability notwithstanding, however, such services are important in order 
to maintain market share (i.e. long-term growth) and all that comes with it. In such cases, a carrier is 
susceptible to market niching or cherry-picking: A new entrant, e.g. a regional carrier, with minimum 
infrastructure and low costs, can target only the profitable, or dense, parts of  the network, i.e. the cherry 
which was however cross-subsidizing the cherry tree (network). If  sustained for long, this competition in 
the market could easily become competition for the market and the incumbent carrier could lose its entire 
output. A good example of  cherrypicking can be found in the demise of  the majority of  national, legacy, 
air carriers with the liberalization of  the air transport market and the appearance of  budget companies, 
targeting only the dense parts of  the network.

 Capital requirements and other barriers to entry notwithstanding, however, easiness of  entry 
requires also easiness of  exit. If  a potential entrant can recoup the bulk of  his initial (entry) costs upon 
his eventual exit, he will deem himself  to be in a riskless situation, and this can make his entry decision 
much simpler. The existence of  sunk costs, i.e. non-recoverable costs, is thus a major consideration that 
could inhibit new entry and more competition; in their absence, even price wars or other retaliatory 
responses of  the incumbent need not worry a potential entrant, and his entry decision should be based 
only on the prospect of  short-run profit. 

 Sunk costs are often confused with fixed costs. However, the latter are simply costs that do not vary 
with output, such as capital costs or depreciation, while sunk costs are those costs that cannot be recovered 
once the firm decides to leave the market. Advertising and brand-namebuilding costs are good examples 
here. It is thus possible fixed costs not to be sunk (you can always sell or charter-out a containership if  
you decide to leave that market) and a lot of  variable costs (such as advertising and brand name building) 
to be sunk. The issue however is: the lower the sunk costs the easier it is to enter, and eventually exit a 
market; i.e. the more contestable the market is.

 Has there, however, been new entry (and exit) in the liner shipping industry? A simple look at the 
list of  carriers of  Figure 10 tells us that the same companies –household names really- have been there 
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for years, and the only thing that changes from year to year is their ranking. But again, the concept of  
geographically relevant market comes into play. The real question is not whether new companies appear and 
vanish in the global liner shipping market, as it regularly happens in bulk shipping, but whether new 
services, of  the same incumbent companies, appear and vanish in a certain market segment or trade route 
(e.g. Asia-Europe; Transatlantic; and Transpacific); and here, the picture is very different, with entry and 
exit taking place incessantly. Entering ships may be new ones, but could also be existing ones previously 
active in another route; and it is this possibility of  shifting ships between routes that makes contestability 
theory so appealing in liner shipping.

 Davies (1986) is the only author who offers an actual empirical analysis to substantiate the validity 
of  contestability theory in liner shipping. He presents counts of  actual entries and exits of  ships on a 
number of  liner routes and on the basis of  these he concludes that entry and exit do occur a lot. His work 
is heavily criticized by Pearson (1987) and Jankowski (1989a), who argue that it is not the actual entry that 
is relevant, but the threat of  entry. Substantial entry and exit, they argue, could also point at destructive 
competition, which is an indication of  short run marginal cost pricing rather than contestability.

Conclusions

 The container has revolutionized not only the way we transport goods and do business, but our 
day to day lives by and large. Irrespective of  business cycles and general economic developments, 
containerization is here to stay, and there is no other way to the transportation and distribution of  
manufactured goods to the final consumer around the world. 

 In short, the container has been the instigator of  modern logistics and global supply chain 
management, i.e. of  a system of  high reliability, just-in-time decisions and emphasis on the importance 
of  time. Along the way, all components of  the global supply chain had to change and modernize, with 
ports and shipping first and foremost. The private sector has assumed a leading role in this reform, 
aimed at higher efficiency, lower transport costs, more trade and the welfare created for society by the 
international exchange of  goods transported in containers. 
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